Ecker WoW quiz P2
All questions from Ecker's kahoot
Where st. Mark's basilica - Venice, Italy
Cathedral of Brasilia what type before catholic - Ecunemical
Who built/designed Cathedral of Brasilia - Oscar Niemeyer
When cathedral of notre dame completed - 1345
What determines a basilica - special bond of communion with the pope
What art period was sistine chapel built in - Renaissance
Sistine chapel on foundation of which older chapel - Capella Magna
St. Peter basilica often called? - Greatest Church
Symbol of venice - Lion
La sagrada familia located - Barcelona, Spain
Cathedral of brasilia which country. - Brazil
Which pope built sistine chapel - sixtus
Funded building of cathedral of Brasilia - state/government
St. Peter basilica built over what - Peter's grave. Old st. peter's basilica
La sagrada familia predicted to be finished - 2026
Who built st. peter basilica - Donato Bramante
When cathedral of notre dame not open (days) - always open
St. Peter basilica located - Vatican City. Rome, Italy.
Cathedral of Brasilia what type of cathedral today. - Catholic
Who had mont st. michel built - St. aubert
Remains in st. marks basilica - St. mark
Archangel inspired building of mont st. michel - Archangel micheal
Why church of gold? - Gold mosaics
Construction during reign of which french king? Notre dame. - Louis
College of cardinals use sistine chapel for - electing pope
what Architectural style is obversed by the notre dame cathedral - gothic
How st peter die - crucified upside down
What happened at cathedral of notre dame in 2016 - bombing attempt
La sagrada familia mean?- Holy family
Sculptures can be found IN cathedral of brasilia - angels

What napolean I turn Mont st michel into - Prison
Main architect behind la sagrada familia - Jorde Fauli
Bishop commissioned the cathedral of notre dame to be built - Bishop Maurice de sully
What year st peter's basilica completed - 1626
Sistine chapel located - vatican city
When sagrada familia begin being built - 1882
Type of building is la sagrada familia - Byzantine Cathedral
Animal Angel Michael say to find to know where to build Mont St michel - bull
What year was the cathdral of brasilia finished - 1970
Notre dame built in the built in gothic style, what is component - flying buttresses
What Gaudi's favorite goal in building la sagrada familia - inspire people to be adventurous
Who built sistine chapel - Michealangelo
What style does la sagrada familia reflect? - gothic
How many bells does notre dame have? - 10 bells
Where is notre dame cathedral located - Paris, France
When sistine chapel built - 1473
Where Mont st michel located - island of normandy
When was last time st mark basilica was rebuilt - 1060
How many domes does st mark's basilica have? - 5
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